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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to study the rings in which every maximal 

(essential) right ideal is a left GP- ideal. Such rings will be called right MGP- rings 

(EGP- rings). We give the basic properties of such rings and their connection with 

strongly  - regular rings, fully left idempotent rings, and S - weakly regular rings. 
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 الملخص
 GP-بحي  ميد اساسية الحل ييات الوي  يهيوك فمثيا  يل م يال  )يمييي )عويد  )ساسي   ذيو ميي اليي م  في  ذي ا ال

الخيوا  األساسيية لثي ه الحل يات    يم ى. )عطم يا MGP  -EGP–األيسر. ذ ه الحل ات مسمى حل ات مي ال م  
 و ي ل  ة،لكاملي ا اليسيرى  والحل ات الموحايدة ،-  وعالقامثا مع حل ات اخرى م ل الحل ات الم وومة ب وة مي ال م

  S−.مي ال م  الضعيفةالحل ات الم وومة  مع
    ،-  الحل ات الم وومة ب يوة ميي الي م ،EGP الحل ات مي ال م  ،MGP–حل ات مي ال م   الكلمات المفواحية:
  S−.مي ال م  الضعيفةالحل ات الم وومة  ة،كامللا اليسرى  والحل ات الموحايدة

1. Introduction:  

In this paper, all rings are assumed to be associative ring with identity. An ideal 

I  of a ring R is said to be right (left) pure ideal if for every Ia  there exists Ib  

such that aba =  )( baa = . This concept was introduced by Fieldhouse [3],[4]. 

Recall that: 

1- R is called reduced if R has no non-zero nilpotent element. 

2- According to Cohn [2], a ring R is called reversible if 0=ab  implies 0=ba ,  

for Rba , . It is easy to see that R is reversible if and only if right (left) annihilator of 

a  in R is two sided ideal [2].   

3- A ring R is said to be a right (left) Kasch ring if every maximal right (left) ideal is a 

right (left) annihilator [8]. 
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4- According to [5], a ring R is called strongly  - regular if for every Rx , there 

exists a positive integer n  such that RxRx nn 2= . 

5- A ring R is called right (left) quasi-duo if every maximal right (left) ideal of R is 

two sided ideal [1]. 

6- A ring R is said to be ERT if every essential right ideal is two-sided [1]. 

2- Maximal Generalized Pure Rings (MGP- rings) 

In this section, some basic properties of MGP- rings are given. Also the relations 

between such rings and strongly  - regular, weakly  - regular rings are given. 

Following [10], an ideal I  of a ring R is said to be right (left) GP- ideal if for every 

Ia , there exists  Ib  and a positive integer n  such that baa nn =  )( nn baa = . 

Definition 2.1.[10]: A ring R is called a right (left) MGP- rings if and only if every 

maximal right (left) ideal is left (right) GP- ideal. 

Theorem 2.2: Let R be a ring with )()( aral n  , for any Ra  and a positive integer 

n . If R is a right MGP- ring, then the Jacobson radical of R is zero ))0()(( =RJ . 

Proof: Let )(0 RJa . If RaraR + )( , then there exists a maximal right ideal M  

containing )(araR + . Since R is right MGP- ring, then M  is left GP- ideal, so there 

exists Mb  and a positive integer n  such that 
nn baa = , 0)1( =− nab  hence 

Maralb n − )()()1( . So M1 , a contradiction. Therefore RaraR =+ )( , and 

so  1=+ dar  for some Rr   and )(ard  , this implies that raa 2= . Since )(RJa , 

then there exists an invertible element v  in R such that 1)1( =− var , so avraa =− )( 2  

yields 0=a . This proves that 0)( =RJ . # 

Theorem 2.3: Let M  be a maximal right ideal of R . Then R  is MGP- ring if and only 

if for every Ma , RalM n =+ )(  for some positive integer n . 

Proof: Let M  be a maximal right ideal of R  and Ma , since R  is MGP- ring, then  

M  is a left GP- ideal so there exists Mb  such that 
nn baa =  for some positive 

integer n . This implies that )()1( nalb − . Therefore )( nalMR += . 

Conversely, assume that RalM n =+ )(  for every Ma  and a positive integer n , then 

1=+ st  for some Mt  and )( nals . So 
nnn asata =+  and this implies 

nn taa = . 

Whence R  is MGP- ring. # 

Lemma 2.4.[6]: Every strongly  - regular is  - regular ring. 

Recall that, R is said to be W.R.D (weakly right duo), if for each Ra  there exists a 

positive integer n  such that RRaRa nn = .  

Theorem 2.5.[7]: Let R be W.R.D ring. Then the following are equivalent: 

1- R is a  - regular. 

2- Every ideal of R is a left GP- ideal. 

Theorem 2.6: If R is a right Kasch ring and reversible, then the following statements 

are equivalent: 

1- R is a strongly  - regular ring. 

2- R is a right MGP- ring. 
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Proof: )2()1(  : 

Assume that R is strongly  - regular ring then by Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.5, 

R is a right MGP- ring. 

          )1()2(  : 

Assume that R is a right MGP- ring. Let M  be any maximal right ideal of R.                                                                                                                                                                                                

Since R is a right Kasch ring, then )( narM =  for some Ra  and a positive integer n . 

For any Mx , we have 0=xa n , and so 0=Rxa n . This implies that 

MarRx n = )( , which proves that M  is a two sided ideal of R. We claim that  

RbrRb nn =+ )( . If not, there is a maximal right ideal N  of R such that 

NbrRb nn + )( . Since R is MGP- ring, then N  is a left GP- ideal and Nbn  . Then 

there exists Ny  such that nn ybb = . Hence 0)1( =− nby  and so 

Nbrbly nn =− )()()1(  (because R is reversible). Thus N1 , a contradiction. 

Therefore RbrRb nn =+ )( . In particular 1=+ vub n
 for some Ru  and )( nbrv , so 

ubb nn 2= . Thus R is strongly  - regular. # 

Theorem 2.7: Let R be a right Kasch ring and reversible. If R is a right MGP- ring. 

Then for each completely prime ideal P  of R, )(xrP
Px

= .  

Proof: By Theorem 2.6, R is a strongly  - regular ring. Let )(xrQ
Px

=  and show that 

PQ = . If Qx , then )(yrx  for some Py , thus Pyx = 0  and hence Px . 

Therefore PQ  .  

On the other hand, by the Lemma 2.4, P  is  - regular ideal, thus for each 

Px , there exists Pu  and a positive integer n  such that 
nnn uxxx = , which implies 

that Puxx nn =− 0)1( . Then )1()1( nnn uxruxlx −=−  (because R is reversible 

ring). Since Puxn − )1(  for otherwise P1 , which is impossible. Thus Qx n  , so 

that QP  , whence PQ = . # 

Following [9], a ring R is called right (left) weakly  - regular if, for every Rx  there 

exists a positive integer n  such that RRxxx nnn   )( nnn RxRxx  . R is weakly  - 

regular if it is both right and left weakly  - regular. 

The next result gives us a sufficient condition for MGP- ring to be weakly  -

regular ring. 

Theorem 2.8: Let R be a semi prime ring with each non-zero right ideal contains a non-

zero two sided ideal. If R is an MGP- ring, then it is weakly  - regular ring. 

Proof: Assume that Ra0  such that 02 =a , then by assumption there is a non-zero 

two sided ideal of R with aRI  . We claim that )0()(  Ial , for if 0=Ia  then 

)(alI   and we are done. If 0Ia , then )0()(  alIIa  Now, 

)0()()())(( 2 = aRalIalalI . Since R is semi prime ring, then )0()( = alI  

which is a contradiction, consequently R is reduced. We show that RxrRRx nn =+ )(  

for any Rx  and a positive integer n . Suppose that there exists Ry  such that 

RyrRRy nn + )( . Then there exists a maximal right ideal M  of R containing 
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)( nn yrRRy + . Since R is a right MGP- ring, then M  is a left GP- ideal. So there exists 

Ma  and a positive integer m  such that mnmn yay )()( =  implies 

Myryryla nmnmn ==− )())(())(()1( . Hence Ma − )1(  and so M1  implies 

that RM =  which is a contradiction. Therefore RxrRRx nn =+ )(  for any Rx . In 

particular 1=+ udcxn  for some )( nxru  and Rdc , , hence dcxxx nnn = . So R is a 

right weakly  - regular ring. Since R is reduced it is also can be easily verified that R is 

weakly  - regular ring. # 

Theorem 2.9.[6]:Let R be duo ring. Then R is  - regular if and only if R is strongly 

 - regular. 

Lemma 2.10.[13]:If R is left or right quasi- duo and )0()( =RJ .Then R is reduced ring.  

Proposition 2.11.[6]: Let R be W.R.D. Then the following statement are equivalent: 

1- R is a weakly  - regular ring.  

2- R is a strongly  - regular ring. 

The following theorem extends Theorem 2.6. 

Proposition 2.12: Let R be a right duo ring. Then the following statements are 

equivalent: 

1- R is a strongly  - regular ring.    

2- R is a  - regular ring. 

3- R is a right weakly  - regular ring. 

4- R is a right MGP- ring and )(RJ  is nil. 

Proof: )2()1(  : Follows from Theorem 2.9. 

)3()2(  : Obvious. 

)4()3(  : Follows from Proposition 2.11 and Theorem 2.5. Thus every maximal 

right ideal is GP- ideal. Now, we show that )(RJ  is nil. 

Let )(RJr  . Then RRrrRr nnn =  for some positive integer n , and so 0)1( =− sr n  

for some RRrs n . But since )(RJr  , )1( s−  is invertible and thus we have 0=nr , 

showing that )(RJ  is nil. 

)1()4(  : Assume )4( , then from Theorems 2.5 and 2.9, R is strongly  - regular. #  

Lemma 2.13.[10]: Let R be a reduced ring. Then every GP- ideal is pure ideal. 

By the Proposition 2.12, Lemmas 2.10 and 2.13, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.14: Let R be a right quasi-duo and 0)( =RJ . Then the following statements 

are equivalent: 

1-  R is a strongly  - regular ring.    

2-  R is a  - regular ring.              

3-  R is a right (left) weakly  - regular ring. 

4-  R is a weakly  - regular ring. 

5-  R is a right MGP- ring. 

6-  Every maximal right ideal is a left pure. 

3- EGP- rings 
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In this section, we introduce a new essential GP- ideals which are called      

EGP- rings. We give some of their basic properties, as well as a connection between 

EGP- rings and −S  weakly regular rings, strongly regular rings. 

Definition 3.1: A ring R is said to be right EGP- rings, if every essential right ideal of R 

is a left GP- ideals. 

Recall that [11], a ring R is a right (left) −S  weakly regular if for each Ra , 

RaRaa 2  )( 2RaRaa . A ring R is called −S  weakly regular ring if it is both right 

and left −S  weakly regular ring.  

We start this section by recalling the following propositions:  

Proposition 3.2.[12]: A ring R is −S  weakly regular ring if and only if R is a reduced 

weakly regular ring. 

Proposition 3.3.[10]: Let R be a duo ring. Then R is regular if and only if every ideal I  

of R is left pure. 

Now, the following result is given: 

Theorem 3.4: Let R be a ring with RaaR = . Then R is a reduced, right EGP- ring if 

and only if R is an −S  weakly regular ring. 

Proof: Assume that R is a reduced right EGP- ring. Let Ra  and )(2 arRRaI += . 

We claim that I  is an essential right ideal of R. Suppose this is not true, then there 

exists a non-zero ideal J  of R such that )0(= JI . Then )0()( = JIIJJRRan . 

Since RRaRa 22  , then )0(2 = JRa . But )0()( 22 = JRaJRa  implies 

)0(=J , a contradiction; hence I  is an essential right ideal. Since R is right EGP- ring, 

then I  is a left GP- ideal, for every Ia  there exists Ib  and a positive integer n  

such that 
nn baa = . Since Ib  and )(2 arRRaI += , then hdcab += 2

 for some 

Rdc ,  and )(arh  hence 
nnnn hadacabaa +== 2

. Since R is reduced then 

)()()( nalalar == . So 02 += nn dacaa  implies that 0)1( 2 =− nadca  and 

)()()()1( 2 araraldca nn ==−  hence dacaa 2= . Therefore R is an −S  weakly 

regular ring. 

Conversely, assume that R is an −S  weakly regular ring. Then by Proposition 

3.2, R is reduced weakly regular ring. Let Ra  and aRaaRRaaRaRaR ===  since 

)( RaaR = . So R is regular and by Proposition 3.3,  R is EGP- ring. #  

Lemma 3.5.[9]: Let R be a weakly regular ring. Then )0()( =RJ . 

However, we have the following proposition: 

Proposition 3.6: Let R be a right duo ring. Then the following statements are 

equivalent: 

1- R is a strongly regular ring. 

2- R is a regular ring. 

3- R is a right weakly regular ring. 

4- R is an −S  weakly regular ring. 

5- R is a right EGP- ring and )()( aral n   for every Ra  and a positive integer n .  

Proof: )3()2()1(  : They are obvious. 
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)4()3(  : Assume )3( , then by Lemmas 3.5, 2.10 and Proposition 3.2, R is an   

−S  weakly regular ring. 

)5()4(  : It follows from Theorem 3.4. 

)1()5(  : Assume that R is right EGP- ring. For any Ta , let )(araRT +=  be a 

right ideal, by a similar method of the proof used in Theorem 3.4, T  is an essential 

ideal. Since R is a right EGP- ring, then T  is a left GP- ideal. For every Ta , there 

exists Tb  and a positive integer n  such that nn baa = , which implies 

Taralb n − )()()1( , so T1  and RT = . Therefore RaraR =+ )( . 

In particular 1=+ dar  for some Rr   and )(ard  . Then raa 2= . Thus R is strongly 

regular ring. # 

Definition 3.7.[8]: A ring R is called fully right (left) idempotent if every right (left) 

ideal of R is idempotent. 

Theorem 3.8: If R is ERT, then the following condition are equivalent: 

1- R is a fully left idempotent ring. 

2- R is a right EGP- ring.  

Proof: )2()1(  : Assume (1), and let E  be an essential right ideal of R then it is an 

ideal of R (since R is ERT). Since R is a fully left idempotent ring,  then for any Ex , 
2)(RxRx =  which implies that axx =  for some ERxRa  . Therefore Exx  for 

each Ex . So E  is left pure implies E  is a left GP- ideal. Thus R is EGP- ring. 

         )1()2(  : Assume (2), for any Ra , set )( RRalRRaL nn += , and let K  be a 

complement right ideal of R such that KL  is an essential right ideal of R. Now, 

)0(= LKRRaKRKRa nn  implies that )( RRalK n . Whence 

)0(= LKK . This shows that L  is an essential right ideal of R which is an ideal of 

R, by hypothesis R is a right EGP- ring. Therefore L  is left GP- ideal and La  

implies that 
nn daa =  for some Ld   and a positive integer n . If vud += , RRau n  

and )( RRalv n , then 
nnnnnn RaRauavauaa =+=  which implies that 

2)( nn Raa  ; whence 2)( nn RaRa = . Therefore R is a fully left idempotent ring. # 
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